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Funding Opportunities 
!

Calls for proposals scheduled twice annually for Fall/Winter & Spring/Summer funding Cycles. 
!
UC-HIPACC will support focused working groups of UC scientists from multiple campuses to pursue 
joint projects in computational astrophysics and related areas by providing funds for travel and 
lodging. At the heart of UC-HIPACC are working groups.  
!
1. Small travel grants enable scientists, graduate students, and post-doctoral students to travel 
easily and spontaneously between Center nodes. UC-HIPACC will fund travel grant proposals 
submitted by faculty members, senior scientists, postdocs or graduate students up to $1000 on a 
first-come-first-served basis with a simple application describing the plan and purpose of the 
travel.  
!
2. Grants ranging between $1000 - $5,000 to support larger working groups or participation in 
scientific meetings.  
!
3. Mini Conference grants of up to $5,000 to support collaborations of multiple UC campuses and 
DOE labs. 
!
4. Grants to faculty to support astrocomputing summer research projects by undergraduates. 
!
5. Matching grants of up to $10,000 for astrocomputing equipment. 
!
6. Innovative initiative proposals for other purposes that are consistent with the goals of UC-
HIPACC.  Such purposes could include meetings or workshops, software development, or education 
and outreach.



Annual Conferences in Northern and Southern California !
UC-HiPACC sponsors international conferences each year especially (but not exclusively) for scientists 
working on computational astrophysics and related topics at the UC campuses and labs. Unlike the 
more specialized meetings of working groups, these larger meetings are broad,with the purpose of 
bringing theoretical astrophysicists together with observational astronomers and other relevant 
experts including computer scientists. 2014 meetings: Near Field-Deep Field Connection (UC Irvine, 
with Center for Galaxy Evolution, February); Computational Astrophysics 2014-2020: Approaching 
Exascale (LBNL, March); Galaxy Workshop & Assembling Galaxies of Resolved Anatomy (UCSC, 
August).

Annual International AstroComputing Summer Schools (ISSAC)
UC-HiPACC supports an annual school aimed at graduate students and postdocs who are currently 
working in, or actively interested in doing research in, AstroComputing. Topics and locations of the 
annual school rotate.  Codes are put on a supercomputer where the students have accounts.  Lecture 
slides and videos, codes, inputs and outputs are on the UC-HIPACC website http://hipacc.ucsc.edu. 
!
The 2010 school was at UCSC, on the topic of Hydrodynamic Galaxy Simulations.  Lectures were 
presented by experts on the leading codes (AMR codes ART, Enzo, and RAMSES, and SPH codes Arepo, 
GADGET, and Gasoline) and the Sunrise code for making realistic visualizations including stellar SED 
evolution and dust reprocessing.  There were 60 students, including 20 from outside the USA.  
Funding from NSF helped to support non-UC participant expenses. 
!
The 2011 school was July 11-23 at UC Berkeley/LBNL/NERSC, on the topic of Computational Explosive 
Astrophysics: novae, SNe, GRB, and binary mergers.  The scientific organizers were Daniel Kasen 
(LBNL/UCB) and Peter Nugent (LBNL).  There was additional funding from DOE. 
!
The 2012 school was at UC San Diego/SDSC, on AstroInformatics and Astrophysical Data Mining.  The 
scientific director was Alex Szalay (Johns Hopkins) and the host was Michael Norman, director, SDSC.   
!
The 2013 school was at UCSC, on Star and Planet Formation; the director was Mark Krumholz (UCSC).   
!
The 2014 school is at UC San Diego/SDSC, on Neutrino and Nuclear Astrophysics; the director is 
George Fuller (UCSD).  There is additional funding from DOE.

http://hipacc.ucsc.edu


Hubble Space Telescope Ultra Deep Field - ACS  & WFC3

This picture is beautiful but misleading, since it 
only shows about 0.5% of the cosmic density. 

The other 99.5% of the universe is invisible.
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    Imagine that the entire 
universe is an ocean of dark

  energy.  On that ocean sail billions 
of ghostly ships made of dark matter...
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Planck Collaboration: The Planck mission
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Fig. 19. The temperature angular power spectrum of the primary CMB from Planck, showing a precise measurement of seven acoustic peaks, that
are well fit by a simple six-parameter⇤CDM theoretical model (the model plotted is the one labelled [Planck+WP+highL] in Planck Collaboration
XVI (2013)). The shaded area around the best-fit curve represents cosmic variance, including the sky cut used. The error bars on individual points
also include cosmic variance. The horizontal axis is logarithmic up to ` = 50, and linear beyond. The vertical scale is `(`+ 1)Cl/2⇡. The measured
spectrum shown here is exactly the same as the one shown in Fig. 1 of Planck Collaboration XVI (2013), but it has been rebinned to show better
the low-` region.
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Fig. 20. The temperature angular power spectrum of the CMB, esti-
mated from the SMICA Planck map. The model plotted is the one la-
belled [Planck+WP+highL] in Planck Collaboration XVI (2013). The
shaded area around the best-fit curve represents cosmic variance, in-
cluding the sky cut used. The error bars on individual points do not in-
clude cosmic variance. The horizontal axis is logarithmic up to ` = 50,
and linear beyond. The vertical scale is `(` + 1)Cl/2⇡. The binning
scheme is the same as in Fig. 19.

8.1.1. Main catalogue

The Planck Catalogue of Compact Sources (PCCS, Planck
Collaboration XXVIII (2013)) is a list of compact sources de-

tected by Planck over the entire sky, and which therefore con-
tains both Galactic and extragalactic objects. No polarization in-
formation is provided for the sources at this time. The PCCS
di↵ers from the ERCSC in its extraction philosophy: more e↵ort
has been made on the completeness of the catalogue, without re-
ducing notably the reliability of the detected sources, whereas
the ERCSC was built in the spirit of releasing a reliable catalog
suitable for quick follow-up (in particular with the short-lived
Herschel telescope). The greater amount of data, di↵erent selec-
tion process and the improvements in the calibration and map-
making processing (references) help the PCCS to improve the
performance (in depth and numbers) with respect to the previ-
ous ERCSC.

The sources were extracted from the 2013 Planck frequency
maps (Sect. 6), which include data acquired over more than two
sky coverages. This implies that the flux densities of most of
the sources are an average of three or more di↵erent observa-
tions over a period of 15.5 months. The Mexican Hat Wavelet
algorithm (López-Caniego et al. 2006) has been selected as the
baseline method for the production of the PCCS. However, one
additional methods, MTXF (González-Nuevo et al. 2006) was
implemented in order to support the validation and characteriza-
tion of the PCCS.

The source selection for the PCCS is made on the basis of
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). However, the properties of the
background in the Planck maps vary substantially depending on
frequency and part of the sky. Up to 217 GHz, the CMB is the

27

Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters

Fig. 10. Planck TT power spectrum. The points in the upper panel show the maximum-likelihood estimates of the primary CMB
spectrum computed as described in the text for the best-fit foreground and nuisance parameters of the Planck+WP+highL fit listed
in Table 5. The red line shows the best-fit base ⇤CDM spectrum. The lower panel shows the residuals with respect to the theoretical
model. The error bars are computed from the full covariance matrix, appropriately weighted across each band (see Eqs. 36a and
36b), and include beam uncertainties and uncertainties in the foreground model parameters.

Fig. 11. Planck T E (left) and EE spectra (right) computed as described in the text. The red lines show the polarization spectra from
the base ⇤CDM Planck+WP+highL model, which is fitted to the TT data only.
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Cosmological Simulations
Astronomical observations represent snapshots 
of moments in time.  It is the role of astrophysical 
theory to produce movies -- both metaphorical 
and actual -- that link these snapshots together 
into a coherent physical theory.  

Cosmological dark matter simulations show 
large scale structure and dark matter halo 
properties, basis for semi-analytic models !
!
Hydrodynamic galaxy formation simulations: 
evolution of galaxies, formation of galactic 
spheroids via mergers, galaxy images and 
spectra including stellar evolution and dust
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1,500,000 Light Years

100,000 Light Years

Milky Way Dark Matter Halo

Milky Way

Aquarius Simulation
Volker Springel





1 Billion Light Years

Bolshoi Cosmological 
Simulation

NASA Ames Research Center
Anatoly Klypin & Joel Primack   

8.6x109 particles   1 kpc resolution
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THE UNIVERSE IN A SUPERCOMPUTER
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W HEN IT COMES TO RECONSTRUCTING THE PAST, 
you might think that astrophysicists have it easy. After all, 
the sky is awash with evidence. For most of the universe’s 
history, space has been largely transparent, so much so 

that light emitted by distant galaxies can travel for billions of years before 
finally reaching Earth. It might seem that all researchers have to do to 
find out what the universe looked like, say, 10 billion years ago is to build 
a telescope sensitive enough to pick up that ancient light. 

Actually, it’s more complicated than that. Most of the ordinary matter 
in the universe—the stuff that makes up all the atoms, stars, and galaxies 
astronomers can see—is invisible, either sprinkled throughout inter galactic 
space in tenuous forms that emit and absorb little light or else swaddled 
inside galaxies in murky clouds of dust and gas. When astronomers look 
out into the night sky with their most powerful telescopes, they can see no 
more than about 10 percent of the ordinary matter that’s out there.

To make matters worse, cosmologists have discovered that if you add 
up all the mass and energy in the universe, only a small fraction is com-
posed of ordinary matter. A good 95 percent of the cosmos is made up of two 
very different kinds of invisible and as-yet-unidentified stuff that is “dark,” 
meaning that it emits and absorbs no light at all. One of these mysterious 
components, called dark matter, seems immune to all fundamental forces 
except gravity and perhaps the weak interaction, which is responsible for 

To understand the cosmos, 
we must evolve it all over again
By Joel R. Primack 

COSMIC WEB: The Bolshoi simulation 
models the evolution of dark matter, 
which is responsible for the large-
scale structure of the universe. Here, 
snapshots from the simulation 
show the dark matter distribution at 
500 million and 2.2 billion years [top] 
and 6 billion and 13.7 billion years 
[bottom] after the big bang. These 
images are 50-million-light-year-thick 
slices of a cube of simulated universe 
that today would measure roughly 
1 billion light-years on a side and 
encompass about 100 galaxy clusters. 
SOURCES: SIMULATION, ANATOLY KLYPIN AND JOEL R. PRIMACK; 
VISUALIZATION, STEFAN GOTTLÖBER/LEIBNIZ INSTITUTE FOR 
ASTROPHYSICS POTSDAM 

10.Cosmos.Sim.NA.indd   43 9/18/12   12:48 PM

IEEE Spectrum - October 2012
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Bolshoi Cosmological 
Simulation

100 Million Light Years

1 Billion Light Years



Bolshoi Cosmological 
Simulation

100 Million Light Years



How the Halo of the Big Cluster Formed



SDSSBolshoiMpc_USE_THIS_ONE

How the Halo of the Big Cluster Formed

Peter Behroozi

Merger Tree (History) of All the Halos that Have Merged by Today





Anatoly Klypin, Joel Primack, Peter Behroozi 
Risa Wechsler, Ralf Kahler, Nina McCurdy

Observational Data Bolshoi Simulation
Sloan Digital Sky Survey

Compare  
Statistically 
via SHAM



Hearin and Watson 2013 showed that by extending the 
traditional abundance matching formalism to consider 
an additional halo property beyond Vmax, the observed 
spatial distribution of galaxies as a function of 
luminosity and color could be accurately reproduced. 
Specifically, the authors considered the redshift, 
dubbed zstarve, that correlates with the epoch at which 
the star formation in the galaxy is likely stifled, 
ultimately leading to the quenching of the galaxy. 

By using Bolshoi merger trees to map the full mass 
assembly history (MAH) of halos, a halo’s zstarve value 
is determined by whichever of the following three 
events happens first in its MAH:  (1) the epoch a halo 
accretes onto a larger halo, thus becoming a subhalo, 
(2) the epoch a halo reaches a characteristic mass, 
and (3) the epoch a halo transitioned from the fast- to 
slow-accretion regime. Under the simple assumption 
that zstarve correlates with g − r color at fixed 
luminosity, the age matching technique was able to 
accurately predict color-dependent clustering in the 
Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) and a variety of 
galaxy group statistics. The success of the model 
supports the idea that the assembly history of 
ΛCDM halos and their central galaxies are 
correlated.

The dark side of galaxy colour"
Andrew P. Hearin & Douglas F. Watson  MNRAS 435, 1313 (2013) !

Galaxy Angular Correlations 



The  Milky Way has two large satellite galaxies, 
the small and large Magellanic Clouds 	

                                        

The Bolshoi simulation + sub-halo abundance matching 
predicts the likelihood of 0, 1, 2, 3, ... large satellites

How common is this?
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英文标题:微软雅黑，30pt   
颜色: 黑色 

正文：微软雅黑，14pt 
颜色：黑色

Every case agrees, within 
the observational errors

Statistics of MW bright satellites:  
Sloan Digital Sky Survey data vs. Bolshoi simulation

Busha et al. 2011 ApJ 
Liu et al. 2011 ApJ

Risa Wechsler

SDSS Data Bolshoi simulation



Galaxy Metallicity Observations

Z∝M✻,  M✻ < 3x1010 M⦿ Z ≈ const,  M✻ < 3x1010 M⦿



Galaxy Metallicity Observations

Z∝M✻,  M✻ < 3x1010 M⦿ Supernova Feedback Explanation



Galaxy Metallicity Observations

Milky Way 
Chemical 
Evolution

with thanks to Camille Liebler, UCSC



Galaxy Metallicity Observations

Milky Way 
Chemical 
Evolution

Age and Metallicity depend mainly on velocity dispersion  σ, not  R



Galaxy Formation via SemiAnalytic Models
• gas is collisionally heated when perturbations ‘turn 

around’ and collapse to form gravitationally bound 
structures 

• gas in halos cools via atomic line transitions (depends on 
density, temperature, and metallicity) 

• cooled gas collapses to form a rotationally supported disk 
• cold gas forms stars, with efficiency a function of gas 

density (e.g. Schmidt-Kennicutt Law, metallicity effects?) 

Schmidt-Kennicutt 
laws on nearby 

(including Local Group 
galaxies as shaded 
regions) and distant 
galaxies, as well as 

Milky Way Giant 
Molecular Clouds 

(Krumholz et al. 2012): 
Rate of change of  

stellar surface density 
is proportional to gas 

surface density divided 
by free-fall time 

tff=(Gρ)-½ 



Galaxy Formation via SemiAnalytic Models
• cooled gas collapses to form a rotationally supported disk 
• cold gas forms stars, with efficiency a function of gas 

density (e.g. Schmidt-Kennicutt Law, metallicity effects)  
• massive stars and SNe reheat (and in small halos expel) 

cold gas and some metals 
• galaxy mergers trigger bursts of star formation; ‘major’ 

mergers transform disks into spheroids and fuel AGN 
• AGN feedback cuts off star formation

dark matter halos x 0.03



Galaxy Formation via SemiAnalytic Models
• cold gas forms stars, with efficiency a function of gas 

density (e.g. Schmidt-Kennicutt Law, metallicity effects)  
• massive stars and SNe reheat (and in small halos expel) 

cold gas and some metals 
• AGN feedback cuts off star formation
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• Illustration of galaxy bimodality. The contours are the 
density of SDSS galaxies in color-luminosity space, 
after correction for selection effects (Baldry et al. 2004).
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Galaxy Formation via SemiAnalytic Models
• gas is collisionally heated when perturbations ‘turn 

around’ and collapse to form gravitationally bound 
structures 

• gas in halos cools via atomic line transitions (depends on 
density, temperature, and metallicity) 

• cooled gas collapses to form a rotationally supported disk 
• cold gas forms stars, with efficiency a function of gas 

density (e.g. Schmidt-Kennicutt Law, metallicity effects)  
• massive stars and SNe reheat (and in small halos expel) 

cold gas and some metals 
• galaxy mergers trigger bursts of star formation; ‘major’ 

mergers transform disks into spheroids and fuel AGN 
• AGN feedback cuts off star formation 
• including effects of dissipation in gas-rich galaxy 

mergers leads to observed elliptical size-mass 
relation 

• including spheroid formation by disk instability is 
essential to reproduce the observed elliptical 
luminosity function

White & Frenk 91; Kauffmann+93; Cole+94; Somerville & 
Primack 99; Cole+00; Somerville, Primack, & Faber 01; Croton 
et al. 2006; Somerville +08; Fanidakis+09; Covington et al. 10, 
11; Somerville, Gilmore, Primack, & Dominguez 11; Porter et al.  



Low-Redshift Galaxies

• Elliptical galaxies follow a size-mass 
relation.  Our semi-analytic model 
correctly predicts this and the other 
scaling relations of elliptical galaxies.	


• Our semi-analytic model also correctly predicts the numbers 
of Disk galaxies and Elliptical galaxies of all masses.

• Disk galaxies follow a relation 
between their rotation velocity 
and their luminosity.  The model 
also correctly predicts this. 



to	  appear	  in	  MNRAS

(the	  Santa	  Cruz	  	  
Semi-‐Analytic	  Model)



SAM Predictions vs. SDSS Observations

Galaxy Age Galaxy Metallicity

SAM

SDSS

Lauren 
Porter et 
al. 2013b

Jenny 
Graves et 
al. 2009

Lauren Porter, Rachel Somerville, Joel Primack, et al. 2014b

Observations

Predictions

Age and Metallicity depend mainly on velocity dispersion  σ, not  R



Another top Semi-Analytic Model
(the	  Munich	  L-‐Galaxies	  	  
Semi-‐Analytic	  Model)

Three	  SN	  Ia	  DTDs	  Used

8	  of	  the	  11	  Elements	  Tracked



Cosmological Simulations
Astronomical observations represent snapshots 
of moments in time.  It is the role of astrophysical 
theory to produce movies -- both metaphorical 
and actual -- that link these snapshots together 
into a coherent physical theory.  

Cosmological dark matter simulations show 
large scale structure and dark matter halo 
properties, basis for semi-analytic models "
!
Hydrodynamic galaxy formation simulations: 
evolution of galaxies, formation of galactic 
spheroids via mergers, galaxy images and 
spectra including stellar evolution and dust



Galaxy Hydro Simulations: 2 Approaches
1. Low resolution (~ kpc)

Advantages: it’s possible to simulate many galaxies and study 
galaxy populations and their interactions with CGM & IGM 
Disadvantages: we learn little about how galaxies themselves 
evolve, and cannot compare with high-z galaxy images and 
spectra. 
Examples: Overwhelmingly Large Simulations (OWLs), AREPO 
simulations in 100 Mpc box (Illustris)

Advantages: it’s possible to compare in detail with high-z 
galaxy images and spectra, to discover how galaxies evolve, 
morphological drivers (e.g., galaxy shapes, clumps, origins of 
galactic spheroids, quenching) 
Disadvantages: it’s hard to run statistical galaxy samples, so 
the best approach uses uses simulation insights in SAMs  
Examples: ART simulation suite, AGORA simulation 
comparison project

2. High resolution (~10s of pc)



The Angular Momentum Catastrophe

In practice it is not trivial to form galaxies with massive, extended disks and small 
spheroids.  The angular momentum content of the disk determines its final structure.

≠

Scannapieco et al. 2009

Too much 
low angular 
momentum 
material! 

fraction

jz/jc

angular momentum / ang mom needed for rotational support



The Angular Momentum Catastrophe
In practice it is not trivial to form galaxies with massive, extended disks and small 
spheroids.  The angular momentum content of the disk determines its final structure.	

None of the 2012 Aquila low-resolution galaxy simulations had realistic disks.

≠

Scannapieco et al.,  Aquila Galaxy Simulation Comparison, 2012

fraction1732 C. Scannapieco et al.

Figure 3. Distribution of stellar circularities, ϵ = jz/jc, for the different models. The circularity parameter is the z-component of the specific angular momentum
of a star particle, jz, expressed in units of the circular orbit value, jc, at that radius. Stars with ϵ ≈ 1 typically belong to a rotationally supported disc component.
Thick and thin lines correspond to level-5 and level-6 resolution runs, respectively.

mass also shows large scatter, spanning about a decade from the
least (G3-TO) to the most massive (R), respectively.

A quantitative measure of the importance of a rotationally sup-
ported component is provided by the distribution of stellar circular-
ities, ϵ, defined as the ratio between the z-component of the specific
angular momentum of a star and that of a circular orbit at the same
radius r:

ϵ = jz

jc(r)
= jz

r Vc(r)
, (1)

where Vc(r) =
√

GM(<r)/r is the circular velocity. Stars belong-
ing to a disc are expected to have ϵ ∼ 1, whereas stars belonging to
a non-rotating spheroidal component should have an ϵ-distribution
roughly symmetric around zero (see e.g. Abadi et al. 2003b;
Scannapieco et al. 2009).

We show the circularity distribution of all 13 runs in Fig. 3.
Thick and thin lines correspond to the level-5 and level-6 resolution
simulations, respectively. The diversity in morphology seen in Fig. 2
is clearly reflected in the distribution of circularities. Thin discs that
appear prominently in the images show up as well-defined peaks in
the circularity distribution at ϵ ∼ 1, a distinction that sharpens at
higher numerical resolution. In some cases, notably G3, G3-MM, G3-
CK and AREPO, the galaxy is noticeably flattened and clearly rotating,
but lacks a prominent thin disc.

The importance of a thin disc may be crudely estimated by the
fraction of stars with ϵ > 0.8, f (ϵ > 0.8).3 Only in four simu-

3 Note, however, that these fractions often compare poorly with photometric
estimates of the disc-to-total ratios (Abadi et al. 2003a; Scannapieco et al.
2010).

lated galaxies do more than ∼40 per cent of stars satisfy this con-
dition, two SPH based and two AMR based: R, R-LSFE, G3-GIMIC

and GAS. The most extreme case, R-LSFE, provides a clue to this be-
haviour. In this simulation feedback is inefficient and star formation
is deliberately delayed, allowing gas to accrete into the galaxy and
settle into a centrifugally supported structure before turning into
stars.

Indeed, any mechanism that hinders the early transformation of
gas into stars without curtailing gas accretion later on is expected
to promote the formation of a disc (see e.g. Navarro & Steinmetz
1997). As a result, the galaxies with most prominent discs are also
the ones with the youngest stars (Agertz, Teyssier & Moore 2011).
This is shown in Fig. 4, where we plot f (ϵ > 0.8) versus the median
formation time of all stars in the galaxy (expressed in terms of
the expansion factor, a50 per cent). A clear correlation emerges, with
discs increasing in prevalence in galaxies that make their stars later.
On the other hand, galaxies that make their stars early tend to be
spheroid dominated.

An interesting outlier to this trend is G3-MM, which forms stars
as late as R but has a small fraction of stars in a disc. Further
investigation shows that the G3-MM galaxy did harbour a disc, but
it was severely impacted by a collision with a massive satellite
in recent times. The satellite is present in other runs, but it has
not yet collided with the main galaxy in the majority of cases.
This is due to the fact that even small differences in the early
evolution get amplified with time and can lead to large discrepancies
in the orbital phase of satellites later on. To the extent that this can
influence the morphology of the central galaxy, a certain degree of
stochasticity in the morphological evolution of a simulated galaxy
seems unavoidable.

C⃝ 2012 The Authors, MNRAS 423, 1726–1749
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C⃝ 2012 RAS

fraction of stars with given angular momentum

jz/jc



The Angular Momentum Catastrophe

Eris, the first high-resolution simulation of formation of a ~1012 M⦿ galaxy, produced a realistic 
spiral galaxy.  Adequate resolution and physically realistic feedback appear to be sufficient. 

Eris Simulation =

Guedes, Callegari, Madau, Mayer 2011 ApJ 



Dekel et al. Nature 2009

Gas inflows to massive halos 
along DM filaments

RAMSES simulation by 	

Romain Teyssier on Mare Nostrum supercomputer, Barcelona

320 kpc

How Galaxies Form



● Stars

ART Simulation Daniel Ceverino; 
Visualization: David Ellsworth

How Gas moves and Stars form 	

according to galaxy simulations



VELAs 

•  ~35 zoom-in 
simulations 

•  15-30 pc reso 
•  MDM=8 104 Ms 
•  M*=103 Ms 
•  z=1-3 

1011 Ms/h < MH < 1012 Ms/h 
Vc_max =100-200 km/s @ z=1

.  all halos in 4 cosmological DM simulations

hydroART galaxy simulations

MWs	

SFGs	

VLs	

!
VELAs	

VELA-RPs

} generation 1	

35-70 pc res

gens 2-3, 15-30 pc res

■
■
■

■ ■
■ ■

Daniel Ceverino

3 Generations of hydroART simulations

Mvir and Vmax at z=1

Generations 2 & 3



Radiative feedback 
Rosette Nebula 

No Supernova explosion yet 
 Stellar winds 
 Thermal pressure 
 Radiation pressure  
  from ionizing photons 

40 pc 

Typical resolution of our zoom-in,  
cosmological simulation: ~ 20 pc 

Daniel Ceverino



Prad = L / ( R2 c ) 

•  Add pressure 

2R 

L 
 L = M* Γ$

 Γ = cte for 5 Myr$

•  At high column 
densities 

For column densities >1021 cm-2 

No free parameters  

Daniel Ceverino



20#kpc#

Gas#distribu7ons#
Without#radia7on#pressure########With#radia7on#pressure#

Gas#faceJon#

Gas#edgeJon#

Daniel Ceverino



Stars#faceJon#

Without#radia7on#pressure###################################With#radia7on#pressure#

20#kpc#

Daniel Ceverino



or without spiral arms), irregular/peculiar/merging, compact/unresolved, or unclassifiable
(including combinations of these). Additional structural flags included bulge-dominated,
disk-dominated, edge-on disk, face-on disk, and chain (at least 3:1 axis ratio with multiple
bright clumps). Clumpiness classification was based largely on the bluer bands, especially v
band F606W, which corresponds to rest-frame near ultraviolet for sources at z ⇠ 2. (Clumps
are centrally concentrated knots of light, and patches are spotty uneven light distributions.)
The classifier selects the degree of clumpiness (none, a couple clumps, many clumps) and
patchiness (none, some, a lot). The classifications from the over 50 classifiers were combined
to create a single visual morphology catalog, which will be released soon. These proce-
dures are described in the PhD dissertation of Faber’s student Mark Mozena, with papers
in preparation.

We are following essentially the same procedures to measure and classify the Sunrise
images that we generated from our galaxy simulations. The comparison has thus far included
the first 30 and the second 30 (VELA) simulations, with further work in progress. We
generate face-on and edge-on Sunrise images, plus four images from random directions, for
at least 20 redshifts z between 1.4 and 2.6 for each simulation. We then degrade the images
appropriately for comparison with observations at the same redshifts: we add comparable
noise (from observations), convolve with instrument point spread functions, and rescale
– a process we refer to as “CANDELization” – see Fig. 2 (b-c). (Noise-free copies are
retained for further comparisons.) Primack’s graduate student Priya Kollipara has created
a measurement pipeline like GALAPAGOS to measure these images (and verified that it
gave essentially the same results on observations as reported by van der Wel 2012). Faber’s
graduate student Mark Mozena oversaw the morphological classification of ⇠ 3000 of these
simulated images using the same methods and classifiers as for the HST observations. Both
observations and simulated images as RGB composites have also been given to the 150,000
volunteers of GalaxyZoo4 for classifications – which we are now figuring out how to use.

Figure 2: Simulation VELA27 compared with the radiation-pressure version VELA27-RP. (a) Rest-frame
RGB images produced by Sunrise from VELA27 (left) and VELA27-RP simulation (right) at redshifts z = 5.2
and z = 3.0, the latter showing face-on and edge-on views. (b) Rest-frame RGB face-on image from VELA27
simulation at z = 2.1, with CANDELized images in v and H bands. (c) Same, for VELA27 simulation with
radiation pressure, which has fewer stars and is not as clumpy.

4www.galaxyzoo.org.
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Left:!
Simulation!

without!
Radiation!
Pressure!
feedback

Right: Same!
Simulation!

with!
Radiation!
Pressure!
feedback

New !
CANDELS!

paper:!
galaxy !

elongation !
observed

Radiative Feedback 
Makes Galaxies 
More Elongated



Sunrise Radiative Transfer Code
For every simulation snapshot: 
• Evolving stellar spectra calculation 
• Adaptive grid construction 
• Monte Carlo radiative transfer 
• “Polychromatic” rays save 100x CPU time 
• Graphic Processor Units give 10x speedup

“Photons” are 
emitted and 
scattered/
absorbed 
stochastically

Patrik Jonsson 
& Joel Primack



Spectral Energy Distribution

Visible Light

Ultraviolet Infrared

w/o dust
face on

edge on



http://candels.ucolick.org

WFC3

ACS

with new near-IR camera WFC3

Hubble	

Space 

Telescope

GALAXIES ~10 BILLION YEARS AGO

http://ucolick.org/Candels
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Our Simulations w/ Dust look a lot like galaxies 
from 10 billion years ago that we see with 

Hubble Space Telescope

We are now systematically comparing 
simulated and observed galaxy images



Dramatic  effects  on    
-‐‑Appearance  
-‐‑Half-‐‑mass  radii  (bigger  with  dust)  
-‐‑Sersic  index  (lower  with  dust)  
!

What’s  the  effect  of  including  dust?

stars  
only

with  
dust

cemoody.imgur.com



Simulated 
Galaxy 

10 billion 
years ago 

!
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appear 
nearby to 
our eyes 

face-on edge-on

as it 
would 

appear to 
Hubble’s 
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visual 

camera

as it 
would 

appear to 
Hubble’s 
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infrared 
camera
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z = 2.1

VELA27 
z = 2.1



Same 
initial 

conditions 
with 

radiative 
feedback 

!
as it would 

appear 
nearby to 
our eyes face-on edge-on

as it 
would 

appear to 
Hubble’s 

ACS 
visual 

camera

as it 
would 

appear to 
Hubble’s 

WFC3 
infrared 
camera

face-on edge-on

VELA27-RP 
z = 2.1

VELA27-RP 
z = 2.1

Simulated with Radiative Pressure feedback
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Radiative Feedback: More Elongated





High-resolution Sunrise Images

From June 2014 Sky & Telescope  article

http://hipacc.ucsc.edu/NewsArchive/!
June2014-S&T-CANDELS-CoverStory.pdf

High-resolution Sunrise Images

CANDELized Mock HST Images

CANDELS     HST Images

face-on face-on face-onedge-on edge-on edge-on

http://hipacc.ucsc.edu/NewsArchive/


ApJ in press

Most M✻ < 109.5 M⦿ Star Forming Galaxies at z > 1 Are Prolate



A Star Forming Galaxy with M✻ < 109.5 M⦿ at z > 1

Triangulum Galaxy (M33)  
3rd brightest galaxy  
in the Local Group



108-9 M⦿ Clumps in Simulated Galaxies

Recall: Semi-Analytic Models find that a majority of galactic 
spheroids form by violently unstable disks forming clumps and 
bars that drive stars and gas to the galactic center, rather than by 
galaxy mergers.



108-9 M⦿ Clumps in Real and Simulated Galaxies
CANDELS  

observations ART simulations
3D-HST 

data
ART 
sims



Figure 3: Comparison of observed (left) and simulated (right) star-forming galaxies at z = 1.4 � 2.6,
showing Sersic index, axis ratio, and half-light radius Re↵ .

types of mergers (major and minor, gas-rich and gas-poor). This work converted data on
number counts of various morphologies in various redshift ranges to merger rates using our
measurements of observability timescales for these morphologies based on our hydrodynamic
simulations run through Sunrise (Lotz et al. 2010a,b). Distinguishing between high-redshift
mergers and clumpy disks will be helped by the multiwavelength observations available in
CANDELS.

Clump structure. While the 70 pc resolution of our initial simulations (Ceverino et al.
2010, 2012) illustrated in Fig. 1 allowed us to uncover the disk fragmentation, it was only
marginal. We need to resolve the clump substructure to trace the generation of internal
turbulence and molecular cooling. With our improved hydroART code, we are now simulating
similar galaxies with ⇠ 15 pc resolution to z⇠ 3, resolving sub-clumps comparable to star-
forming molecular clouds with densities >104 cm�3. As discussed above, we have also added
a realistic treatment of stellar radiation pressure to the code. This will permit a reliable
measure of the clump population properties. Fig. 1(e), from thesis research by Dekel’s
student Nir Mandelker, shows how observable di↵erences in stellar age vs. galactocentric
radius can distinguish between ex-situ clumps that formed outside their host galaxies and
in-situ clumps that formed from violent disk instabilities.

Momentum-driven outflows in giant clumps. The clumps may survive until they
merge into the bulge (Dekel et al. 2009b), or disrupt on a dynamical timescale by stellar
feedback (Murray et al. 2010b; Krumholz & Dekel 2012; Krumholz & Thompson 2012, 2013;
Dekel & Krumholz 2013). The observed signatures of outflows from giant clumps (Gen-
zel et al. 2011) motivate a study of clump survivability. Unlike SN feedback, which is
primarily thermal, momentum-driven feedback is not subject to the radiative cooling that
has plagued SN feedback models. Krumholz & Dekel (2010b) argued that the high-z giant
clumps are likely to survive momentum feedback, provided that the SFR obeys the Ken-
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CANDELS Galaxies Compared with	

Generations 1 & 2 hydroART simulations	


using Reff, Axis Ratio q, Sersic n, with 	

clumpy vs. not clumpy from by-eye classification

Mark Mozena (PhD dissertation Dec 2013)

smaller radius range!
similar systematics

Observations Simulations
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Sponsored by

UC-HIPACC

UC Santa Cruz

Sister Workshop

Santa Cruz Galaxy Workshop 2012

15
days since 

the project launch on
08/17/2012

1. Outline

Here we briefly outline the Santa Cruz High-resolution Galaxy
Simulation Comparison Project.   

Title & Objectives
Santa Cruz High-resolution Galaxy Simulation Comparison Project

    (1) Inaugurate a set of frameworks for comparing high-resolution galaxy simulations (with resolution better than
100 parsecs) across different high-resolution numerical platforms.

    (2) Establish isolated and cosmological initial conditions in the 1st workshop so each participating group can run
a suite of simulations in the months to come. 

    (3) Maintain the collaboration online (telecon+webpage) between the two meetings.

    (4) Measurable objectives: produce a set of comparison papers by the end of year 2013

Milestones

 First workshop @UCSC

    (1) August 17-19, 2012 (See the details here !)
    (2) University of California at Santa Cruz 

 Running and analyzing simulations

    (1) September 2012 to August 2013
    (2) Online collaboration to keep ourselves on the right track and motivated

 Second workshop @UCSB

    (1) Mid August to early September, 2013 (Aug. 19 - Sep. 6, tentatively) 
    (2) Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of California at Santa Barbara (to be determined)

 Publication of the project results

Search this site

University of California 
Santa Cruz 

Next Telescope Science  
Institute (NEXSI) 

Piero Madau, Director

www.AGORAsimulations.org

108 astrophysicists have joined AGORA 	

from 50 institutions in 8 countries using 11 simulation codes

http://www.AGORAsimulations.org


(ApJS 2014)         
" First Light: Flagship paper by Ji-hoon Kim et al. !

    for the AGORA collaboration (ApJS 2014)  !
!
 " www.AGORAsimulations.org, 108 participants !
    from 50 institutions worldwide!
       

http://www.AGORAsimulations.org


AGORA High-Resolution Simulation Comparison

Initial Conditions for Simulations 	

   MUSIC galaxy masses at z~0: ~1010, 1011, 1012, 1013 M	

     with both quiet and busy merging trees	

     isolation criteria agreed for Lagrangian regions 	

   Isolated Spiral Galaxy at z~1:  ~1012 M

⦿

Astrophysics that all groups will include	

    UV background (Haardt-Madau 2012) 	

    cooling function (based on ENZO and Eris cooling)	

!!
Tools to compare simulations based on yt, for all codes               
useused in AGORA, with instantaneous visualization	

Images and SEDs for all timesteps from yt ➠ Sunrise 

⦿

www.AGORAsimulations.org

http://www.AGORAsimulations.org
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